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Usually, a researcher in computational biology implements her idea
in a general purpose language like Python, which compiles down to
machine code to be executed on commercial CPUs. This paper explores
alternatives at both ends of this process: 1. I present the design of a
visual programming interface that generates fast and maintainable
programs, which allows the scientist to express her idea with ease 2. I
present a reduction of the sequence alignment problem to shortest path
with constraints, which is solved by ant colonies and slime mold with
parsimonious resource, or by supermassive black holes at the speed of
light.

Conception
What Do You Do With Raw Data?
:) is a scientist at a computational biology lab. She splits her time
between the wet lab and her office - in the wet lab, she turns rat tails
into DNA sequences, or rather, FASTA files containing sequence
reads. On her computer, she writes programs that analyze the reads
and report meaningful statistics. One day :) was handed the source
code of an analysis pipeline that contained the following snippet:
cmd = " python " + s c r i p t _ d i r + "/ combine_rs . py
\ − r f " + stats_name + " − f a s t q s "
\ + f a s t q _ n a m e _ s t r + ’ −combinetruncation ’
e x e c u t e (cmd)
In short, the code in python passes a string to be executed on the
command line, and the command calls another python program that
does something similar. It took :) and I hours to extract the diagram
in Figure 1 from the source code - obviously, it is unmaintainable. In
addition, it is slow. It misses the many opportunities of parallelism
revealed in the diagram.
Make makes it better

:) and I determine to refactor the software to make it fast and maintainable. We soon realize that a similar problem is encountered by
system programmers, namely to build software that involves the
interaction of many source files and the outputs they produce. The
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Figure 1: Workflow diagram extracted
by hand

good news is, system programmers already have a working solution Makefiles 2 3 .
A Makefile specifies the procedure to build a large system from its
source files. Each Makefile consists of a set of rules, and each rule has
3 parts: the source file, the compilation script, and the expected output
that the script should produce given the source file.
Although Makefiles are originally designed for build systems, it
does not limit the script to only call compilers. It did not take long
for us to repurpose Make for :)’s analysis software. The resulting
Makefile collects all scripts and input/output files in one place, immediately making the system more manageable. In addition, the
software runs faster even though we did not change any algorithm
or data structure! The performance comes from two of Make’s optimizations: 1. if two rules do not depend on each other, Make executes
them in parallel; 2. if a rule’s input file is not modified, Make does not
re-run that rule.

Draw it on the whiteboard, we will take it from there
:) and I were excited about the new implementation and shared it
with the original developer, :(. To our surprise, :( did not want to use
it. He said that Python is the only language he and his colleagues
use, and they do not have time to learn Make. However, he really
liked the diagram Make generated to represent the workflow (Figure
2), and asked if we can generate a similar one from Python.
We can do something even better. It turns out no two different
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Figure 2: Workflow diagram generated
by snakemake -dag
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Makefiles generate the same diagram, i.e. there is a one-to-one cor-

respondence between a Makefile and a diagram. Since Make already
implements the function from a Makefile to a diagram, the inverse
of that function will produce a Makefile from a diagram. With that
in mind, we designed a visual programming interface, Pictorial Representation. PR allows :( to directly sketch out the workflow diagram
and generates the corresponding Makefile.

Pictorial Representation Semantics
Each diagram in Pictorial Representation is a directed-acyclic graph,
as shown in Figure 3. Each node in the graph contains a command to
run at that step. In the command, the type-face part specifies what
script / program is used, whereas the bold faced part specifies the
input to that command. The input can also be a regular expression
that represents a set of files. For each node, the incoming arrow signifies which other nodes the current node depends on, i.e. where the
input files are generated from. A node without any incoming arrow
signifies the start of the pipeline.
Figure 3: A fragment of the diagram for
:)’s analysis pipeline

Summary
At high level, Pictorial Representation provides an expressive yet user
friendly interface for scientists to specify complex workflows visually.
At low level, PR generates fast yet maintainable code in Make that
automatically incrementalizes and parallelizes analysis tasks.

Computation
:D is an international student from W. She just took a course in Computational Biology this term, and was fascinated by the NeedlemanWunsch 4 algorithm used to align sequences. She is excited to explain
the algorithm to his little brother XD back home, but there is one
problem - computers are expensive in W, and :D could not find one

Saul B. Needleman and Christian D.
Wunsch. A general method applicable
to the search for similarities in the
amino acid sequence of two proteins.
Journal of Molecular Biology, 48(3):
443 – 453, 1970. ISSN 0022-2836.
doi: https://doi.org/10.1016/00222836(70)90057-4. URL http://www.
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where they lived. Nevertheless, she explained the algorithm on paper to XD, hoping he would understand it without having to run a
program. XD’s very smart anyways.

Sequence alignment is finding the shortest path
:D : ":D :D :D :D"
XD : "XD XD XD XD"
:D : "Let’s look at this matrix!"
XD : "XD"
:D : "On the top, we can see one sequence of DNA, and on the left
side we see another one."
XD : "XD"
:D : "Starting from the top left corner, we want to go either right,
down, or diagonally to eventually arrive at the lower right corner."
XD : "XD"
:D : "But we go right or down, we won’t get as high a score as we
go diagonally, so we want to go diagonally as much as possible."
XD : "So why can’t we always go diagonally?"
:D : "Great question! Because we can only go diagonally when the
corresponding letters from the sequences match."
XD : "OK I’m ready, let’s fill this out!"
:D : ":D"
...
XD : "Wow, doesn’t this look like some shortest path between the
corners, with obstacles?"
:D : ":O"
XD : "Yes, it is! In class yesterday Mr. 8) just told us the Hypotenuse of a right angled triangle is shorter than the sum of the
sides."
:D ":O"
XD : "So if we assign a higher score to a shorter step, then a diagonal step would be better than a horizontal step and a vertical one."
:D : "!!!"
XD : "Mr. 8) also told us ants can solve the shortest path problem 5
6 , so we can run this with ants!"
:D : "XD"

Ant-tomaton
So XD and :D cut up a piece of cardboard, and wherever there is a
mismatch between the sequences, they put a piece of obstacle in the
matrix. Within 5 minutes, they found a small ant mound outside
their house. They lay out the matrix so that the ants can enter from
the top left corner, and put a cookie on the lower right corner. (Figure

Alexander Schrijver. On the history of
the shortest path problem. Doc. Math,
155, 2012
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4) Of course it worked! Unfortunately, :D and XD could not record
the experiment because they did not have a camera. Luckily, Mr. 8)
has one, so XD brought the matrix to class the second day hoping Mr.
8) would help him record it.
Figure 4: Alignment matrix to be solved
by ant colonies

Physarum Polycephalum, or the many-headed slime
XD did not know Mr. 8) has a big surprise for his class: he brought
in an alien-looking creature called Physarum Polycephalum (slime
mold), which can also find the shortest path 7 ! Overjoyed, XD asked
Mr. 8) to align the sequences with the slime mold.
Mr. 8) and XD took the pictures below (Figure 5)before the principle threatened them that if they don’t throw out the slime mold, they
both have to leave the school. We can see that the mold made it all
the way to the 4th last match, before getting blocked by the obstacles
shaken up by the principle.
They called it a success! Ever since, DNA alignment with ants and
slime mold have become a lecture in Mr. 8)’s Computer-less Science

Atsushi Tero, Ryo Kobayashi, and
Toshiyuki Nakagaki. A mathematical
model for adaptive transport network
in path finding by true slime mold.
Journal of theoretical biology, 244(4):
553–564, 2007
7
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Figure 5: A fragment of the diagram for
:)’s analysis pipeline
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curriculum, and has been repeated by many other schools in W.

Supermassive black holes and grad students
There is still one part of the experiment XD and Mr. 8) are not satisfied with - they take too long! It can take several hours for the ants
to find the optimal path, and up to a week for the slime mold. Fortunately, the fastest possible thing in nature - light, also follows the
shortest path 8 . The difficulty is laying out the obstacles without
completely blocking light. The best obstacle XD and Mr. 8) can think
of, is a supermassive black hole. Since black holes distort the spacetime around them9 , XD and Mr. 8) can simply place a black hole everywhere there is a mismatch in the matrix. The drawback with that,
of course, is that the placement of black holes would consume a lot of
energy, which the school could not afford. Therefore XD and Mr. 8)
asked for help from the local university, the University of W or UW
in short. But it turns out they did not need to manipulate black holes
at all - all they had to do was to place some pizzas at one corner of a
conference room and lay out the obstacles with chairs, and the grad
students found the shortest path to the pizzas within minutes (Figure
6)!

Graham M Shore. Quantum gravitational optics. Contemporary Physics, 44
(6):503–521, 2003
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Figure 6: A fragment of the diagram for
:)’s analysis pipeline
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Future of thinking & doing
Through their own journeys, the pair of trios, :), :( and I, and :D, XD
and 8) learned some important lessons about the expression and
execution of thought.

Expression of thought
Although Make is less powerful than Python - in fact, it is not even
Turing-complete, it still did a better job both in terms of performance
and maintainability. Languages like Make are called Domain Specific
Languages (DSLs) 10 in the programming languages research community. DSLs follow the philosophy of Less is More: by limiting the
programs they can express, they express them more clearly and efficiently. Other DSLs for bioinformatics include 11 and 12 . We chose
Make because it is well supported by its developers and has a large
user base.
Furthermore, we need not limit ourselves to express our thoughts
through text. There has long been visual programming languages
and interfaces 13 , with the oldest ones dating back to the 60’s 14 .
However, those languages and interfaces have not been widely
adopted, because diagrams can be ambiguous depending on how
one interprets them. By providing a denotational semantics 15 , I
make Pictorial Representation precise, so that the programmer can
easily produce rigorous software.

Execution of thought
Since personal computers, professionals inside and outside the programming world have been spending more and more time in front
of their computers. Even at home or with friends, some are glued to
their different sized screens.
:D, XD and Mr. 8) have taught us that computation can happen
anywhere in nature, even in the most boring looking ant hills and
slime mold. I call on my fellow scientists to pay attention to the various computation already happening around them and empower
themselves with the help of nature, instead of trying to reduce everything to bits and circuits. For the case of :D, XD and Mr. 8), that
allowed them to teach computational biology in their developing
home town with limited resources.
In the computer architecture research community, the method of
adopting non-traditional physical processes for computation is called
acceleration 16 . In fact, a quantum processor is an accelerator 17 .
Slime mold and ants as accelerators consume extremely little energy
(oats and cookies), and cost little to construct (cardboard boxes).
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Declaration
I long for a future where science will not be reduced to bits and circuits, and where scientists are reconnected to nature and rediscover
the joy of science.
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